1. Lyla _________________ to the store.
2. Kevin is _________________ handed.
3. The grass was _________________ after the storm.
4. We live at the _________________ of the street.
5. _________________ , you may watch TV.
6. I wanted pizza but no one _________________ did.
7. The _________________ was out of ink.
8. My mom needed to _________________ after work.
9. Ants have six _________________ .
10. Charlotte _________________ a letter to her friend.
1. Lyla **went** to the store.

2. Kevin is **left** handed.

3. The grass was **wet** after the storm.

4. We live at the **end** of the street.

5. **Yes**, you may watch TV.

6. I wanted pizza but no one **else** did.

7. The **pen** was out of ink.

8. My mom needed to **rest** after work.

9. Ants have six **legs**.

10. Charlotte **sent** a letter to her friend.
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